Litigation

Lawsuits cannot be taken lightly, since large amounts of money, or important, precedent-setting legal
principles, or the reputation of a company or an individual may be at stake. The strength and experience of
a well-established law firm is vital. While the case may eventually end up in court, experienced trial
lawyers can often find a satisfactory solution before that point. If a case proceeds to trial, the courtroom
must be familiar territory for the legal team. Their reputation as fearless, thorough litigators must precede
them if their client is to succeed.
Litigation was the field of Torkin Manes’ founding partners; the firm has gone from strength to strength in
building a dynamic, responsive team of advocates to serve every legal need. Torkin Manes’ litigators have
built stellar reputations based on their ability to absorb the issues quickly, assess the risks and impacts,
evaluate the opposition’s case, find the compelling arguments, and speedily reach a satisfactory
resolution.
With an extensive team of litigators, each with niche experience, Torkin Manes’ Litigation Group provides
a wide a range of advocacy services.

Commercial Litigation
Torkin Manes’ Commercial Litigation Group has a superior reputation for aggressively pursuing our clients'
best interests. We begin with a risk assessment, then we develop the right legal and practical strategy for
each client's case, ensuring that risks are understood and minimized while chances for success are
maximized.
Our senior litigators are recognized leaders in their field and superb mentors for our talented juniors. They
prepare to take each and every case to court, but will obtain a negotiated resolution if it achieves the most
desirable results for our clients in terms of cost, human investment and time. They have earned the trust
and respect not only of our clients, but also of opposing counsel and the judiciary.
The size of our Commercial Litigation Group has allowed us to develop many areas of special expertise in
complex matters, from shareholder and partnership disputes, to temporary and permanent injunctions,
securities litigation, construction litigation, receiver/manager applications, breach of contract lawsuits,
franchise disputes, bank and debtor/creditor litigation, real estate disputes, mortgage enforcement, class
actions and commercial arbitrations.
Torkin Manes’ Commercial Litigation Group works closely with our Business, Real Estate, Tax, Trusts &
Estates and Family Law Groups when their clients’ matters involve disputes. We also act for many
international clients with business interests in Canada and Canadian clients with business interests
elsewhere. Torkin Manes is a founding member of the International Alliance of Law Firms (now Ally Law),
an international network of select law firms that enables us to help our clients obtain excellent legal service
and counsel in over 40 jurisdictions worldwide. We are also able to render services to other members'
clients from around the globe.

Professional Liability
Clients facing professional scrutiny either through complaints, investigations or disciplinary proceedings
experience profound threats to their professional reputations, their ability to carry on their practices, and
earn their livelihood. Torkin Manes has significant experience in the defence of health professionals,
stockbrokers, lawyers, accountants, architects, engineers, financial advisers, and insurance brokers. We
have developed strong professional relationships with the various regulatory bodies, who know that we
have a solid understanding of our clients’ professional practices and obligations. Whether it’s a simple
written response to a complaint, the tactical use of an alternative dispute resolution mechanism, or an
aggressive defence to disciplinary charges at a hearing or on appeal, our goal is always to ensure that
risks are understood and minimized and chances for success are maximized.
We work closely with our Health Law Group, which provides a complete range of legal services to health
care professionals and institutions.
Our lawyers are often invited to participate in government task forces and other initiatives where their
experience is relied upon to advance the law. They are highly respected as leaders in their practice areas.
Some of the areas in which Torkin Manes’ trial lawyers have developed significant experience are:
· Administrative proceedings
· Breach of contract
· Business and contractual disputes
· Commercial litigation
· Construction litigation
· Cross-border disputes
· Debtor/creditor litigation
· Employment & labour disputes
· Estates litigation
· Information technology litigation
· Mediation and arbitration
· Personal injury
· Mortgage enforcement
· Professional liability
· Real estate disputes
· Securities disputes
· Shareholder and partnership disputes
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